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ABSTRACT

Social media is a change from increasingly sophisticated technology, the influence of social media is very much in the community, the positive influence is one of which makes it easier to memorize the Al-Qur’an. Memorizing the Al-Quran is an action taken by someone to increase their memorization of reading without looking at the Al-Qur’an or text. Researchers conducted research at the Integrated Islamic Elementary School. The purpose of the researchers in conducting this research was to find out how teachers apply social media as a means of memorizing the Qur’an for students at the Integrated Islamic Elementary School. This school uses the wahdah method in memorizing the Qur’an. In this study, the researcher used a descriptive method with a qualitative approach. Techniques used by researchers in collecting data is by way of interviews, observation and documentation. The subjects in this study were school principals, teaching staff, and students. The results of research at the Integrated Islamic Elementary School can be said to be effective, by using social media the students are very enthusiastic in memorizing the Qur’an. This is a new way to apply in schools. Here the teacher has its own challenges in using social media to serve as a means of memorizing the Qur’an. Because in general children use social media to play.
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INTRODUCTION

The world has been shaken by the Covid 19 case (Ceban et al., 2020), which is attacking all corners of the world in the last two years. Covid 19 made all community activities outside the home abolished, markets were closed, schools were closed and transportation was limited. So the impact of Covid 19, the Indonesian Ministry of Education in the education sector inaugurated schools held at home online (Anggianita et al., 2020). Through technological devices such as computers, mobile phones and other
internet devices. Online-based learning really helps students and teachers to be able to carry out learning (Yuhdi & Amalia, 2018), even though it cannot take place optimally like face to face in class. E-Learning learning can be done anywhere and anytime (Elyas, 2018), because E-Learning based learning does not require face-to-face meetings between teachers and students. With this online-based learning system, it has changed the school learning system in the world (Dwikurnaningsih & Waruwu, 2021). Covid 19 has positive and negative impacts, an example of the positive impact of Covid 19 on education (Siahaan, 2020), that is, almost all people in the world have online-based learning devices (Armanyanti et al., 2020).

The Indonesian Minister of Education decided to continue implementing learning for every level of education (Selvaraj et al., 2021). Online learning is not very effective (Anggianita et al., 2020), carried out for elementary school children, because in elementary school the students still learn a lot about the basics (Ooka et al., 2021). Therefore for the effectiveness of good learning that is face to face (Anggrawan et al., 2019) and now due to Covid 19 elementary school students have to study online. So for the continuity of learning of elementary school students (Oktavian & Aldya, 2020), guided by their parents while participating in online learning (Elshami et al., 2021). During Covid 19, learning was moved online by using Google Classroom, Zoom and WhatsApp media (Saragih & Ansi, 2020). Madrasas are at the same level as other public schools, but there are things that differentiate madrasas from public schools (Kultsum et al., 2022). namely the madrasa has a superior program, namely memorizing the Al-Qur’an. graduates from madrassas will have memorized the Al-Quran. In the midst of the ongoing Covid 19 case, it is hoped that students will be able to increase enthusiasm in memorizing the Al-Qur’an (Romziana dkk, 2021). and muroja’ah memorization, because if the memorization is not repeated, the memorization that has been memorized before can be lost (Faizatul Mukholisoh, 2019), and with this event students can still deposit memorization with the accompanying teacher as usual before Covid 19.

The memorization of verses of the Qur’an can be done by students through zoom media and or WhatsApp to the accompanying teacher (Tamara et al., 2020). By using the media above, school students can carry out learning well and depositing the memorization of verses of the Al-Qur’an can run smoothly as it should. Covid 19 changed the way people view life, especially in the education sector (Pillay et al., 2021). Many of the parents of students complain about the situation of everything being online. And not a few people think that education will not be able to be implemented properly during Covid 19 (Munastiwti & Purwono, 2021). Views of the public like that must be removed, because education can still continue even though it is less than optimal. And there are still many schools that finish their students with good grades. Learning will run well if (Nguyen et al., 2020). In fact, most people feel there are many positive things from online (online) learning, because we can learn sophisticated technology (Kim & Cho, 2022), used for online learning, for example face-to-face via zoom (Lin et al., 2021), and voicenote on WhatsApp.

One of the methods applied by the teacher at the Islamic Elementary School is to increase student memorization (Johnson & Gallagher, 2021). is by listening to murottal (. et al., 2022). What is meant by murottal is (Ismayanti et al., 2021). listen to the voice recording of the al qoran performed by a qori (reader of the Koran). to listen to murottal to teacher students using social media facilities, namely in the form of cellphones or speakers (Hudia & Affandi, 2022). By using social media (Valkenburg et al., 2022), the teacher is very helpful in guiding students in memorizing the Al-Qur’an, especially for students whose way of memorizing is more dominant by listening. Not only listening to murottal, now on cellphones or Android there is already a digital Al-Qur’an (Sanjaya et al., 2021). then now there is no need to struggle anymore in memorizing the Qur’an (Taufik et al., 2022). because wherever we are able to add to the memorization of the verses of the Qur’an that we have. We must be grateful for the development of technology (Reus et al., 2022), we can learn new things and from those who do not know to know (Barnby et al., 2022). With the advancement of this technology we can get a lot of information. In addition, there are many benefits that we get from using tools from technology (Kantaros et al., 2021), now, for example saving time, saving costs, and easy to obtain.

Another language for memorizing the Al-Quran is also called tahfidz, the definition of tahfidz Al-Qur’ani is the process of memorizing the Al-Qur’an in memory which can be recited correctly outside the head continuously. Someone who memorizes the Al-Quran has the designation hafidz and hafidzah (Hafiz & Brazhnikov, n.d.). if he is a man then the name is hafidz, while the woman is called hafidzah. So hafidz and hafidzah are people who memorize the Qur’an. at this time the tahfidz program is in great demand by the community, especially parents, they are competing to enter their children into tahfidz schools. Parents will believe that by sending their children to tahfidz schools, one day their children will become hafidz Al-Qur’an and at tahfidz schools students can keep their memorization, and worship their memorization. And formal and non-formal educational institutions also develop the tahfidz program. To
develop learning strategies for tahfidz Al-Qur’an (Putri & Syahputra, 2019) needs to be adjusted to the target of memorization. In the learning strategy there are appropriate methods for memorizing the Qur’an. There are two ways in the method of memorizing the Al-Qur’an, namely, repeating existing memorization and adding new memorization.

Memorizing the Qur’an also has certain methods (Rohmawati & Zafi, 2021). So here the author will describe several methods of memorizing the Al-Qur’an. The wahdah method is memorizing the Al-Qur’an by memorizing one by one the verses of the Al-Qur’an (Iskandar & Yusram, 2020). For example, for memorizing the first ten verses, then repeat the reading several times until the first ten verses are memorized smoothly and verbally form a reflex movement, then do the same way for the next memorization, the sima’i method is by listening, for example, the student listens from the teacher a companion who recites verses from the Qur’an, and can also listen to murottal to the student. This method is often used by teachers for students who memorize by dominantly listening. The kitabah method is a verse of the Qur’an that has been memorized and can be written back in the form of calligraphy or text. And in this method, students tend to write verses of the Qur’an on books or in the form of notes to be read and memorized, Talqin method in this method, students imitate what is read by the teacher. And it can be concluded that in this method the teacher plays a very important role in the memorization of the verses of the Qur’an by students, the muraja’ah method is to repeat the memorization that has been deposited to the teacher or chaperone. The purpose of repeating the reading to the accompanying teacher is useful to overcome obstacles sometimes without the students realizing, the memorization that they have already deposited can be forgotten again, and even likely to be lost.

Memuraja’ah can improve students’ memory of their memorization, because they repeat rote readings that they have previously memorized. If we memorize the Qur’an we are encouraged to repeat the verses of the Qur’an that we have previously memorized, so that they are not lost and become smoother. The jama’ or jam’i method is a way of memorizing the Al-Qur’an by read together under the guidance of the teacher. Verses where they feel that their memorization is good and correct, they can follow the reading read by the accompanying teacher little by little. The combined method in this method is a combination of two or more methods in applying the Al-Qur’an memorization method, a method that most people often combine the book method. and the wahdah method. From some of the descriptions of the methods above, it can be concluded that there are many methods that can be applied in memorizing the Qur’an of these methods there is also one method that is often applied to memorizing the Qur’an including the wahdah method and the kitabah method. We are familiar with online learning (online). Since Covid 19, which has occurred all over the world, all community activities have been moved to an online system. (Watini et al., 2021).

Online learning (online) requires sophisticated technological sophistication to be able to access learning from anywhere. We can do online learning anywhere and anytime, because online learning does not need to be done face to face. (Ramesh, 2022), between students and teachers. And with a system in the network (online) everything can develop rapidly, for example people whose source of income is from trading can now promote their wares via the internet. Because almost the average public now knows the internet, all buying and selling systems can be done online. So not only learning can be done online, but trading and many other business ventures can be channeled via the internet (Earl et al., 2022). by online. From the Covid 19 incident, not only do we feel the loss or the bad impact, but we can also take positive things, one example is that as explained above, we can move all our activities in the online system.

Learning that is done online, we don’t just do learning like learning in the usual classroom. Because without us realizing it when we study online we also learn to use sophisticated technology in the form of applications so that we can still follow learning. One of the applications that is often used for continuing learning is the zoom and WhatsApp applications. Online learning also has a function (Clark et al., 2021) including: Additional functions here students can choose, whether to choose learning with electronic media or not. In this function there is no obligation for students to choose to access the internet, because those who choose to access the internet will have the advantage of adding insight, Complementary is said to be complementary material because learning that uses electronics is a complement in class. And electronic material becomes enrichment material in learning (Abdurrahman & Danial, 2022). The substitute referred to as a substitute here is that if learning is usually carried out in face-to-face classes, now it is being replaced with applications that can be used for learning activities. (Bolhasani et al., 2021). such as: zoom, whatsapp, google classroom, and others.

**RESEARCH METHODOLOGY**
This research is a descriptive study with a qualitative approach, data obtained by means of observation, documentation and interviews with tahfidz teachers at online. Research data collection was carried out by researchers using three methods, namely: observation, documentation and interviews. Observation is seeing directly (Pritchard et al., 2022), the students’ process of memorizing the Qur’an (Athiyah & Islam, 2019), with the supervising teacher and or via group chat online. Documentation was obtained by researchers from documents. And the interviews conducted by the researchers were interviewing teachers at the Integrated Islamic via telephone and WhatsApp chat. The data that we have obtained, summarized or found the main things in the data (Le Scao & Rush, 2021). This is called data reduction. After the researcher reduces the data, the researcher will get clearer data, thus the researcher will be easy in collecting further data. Qualitative research is carried out by presenting data in the form of relationships between categories. Narrative texts are often used to present qualitative research data.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Education is the main thing for mankind (Yang et al., 2021). Education is carried out since the child is still in the womb or what is commonly referred to as a prospective baby. Education is often also referred to as teaching someone from not knowing to knowing. The first education for children is education in the family. An example of education in the family is one of them when the child is still in the womb, as parents we already teach the child while still in the womb like parents who often listen to the muqaddar of the Qur’an and invite the prospective baby to interact to get used to things positive. Before getting to know the surrounding environment, a child will imitate what they see in their family, because a child will tend to imitate what they often see and hear. Therefore, parents should set a good example for their children. For formal education, that is if the child has entered school age. After the family environment, the living environment will also affect the child’s character (Salieva, 2022). So, as a parent, you have to pay attention to the interactions of your children.

Formal education is education in a school institution. Education at school is a continuation of education at home by parents, education at school is in the form of a structure of subjects that will be carried out every day. The school also teaches character education, but the first character education for children is in the family. If a child already has a good education from his parents, be it character education or education in the form of science (Maryanti et al., 2021), then the child will get a good assessment of society. In education, character education is the basis of all education for children to understand education in the form of science (Riswan et al., 2022). In formal educational institutions we find educators and educational staff. What is meant by educators is a teacher who teaches, while educational staff are parties involved in the management of the school, for example administration. A teacher or educational staff to be able to teach in schools or in formal educational institutions must complete a bachelor’s level education. Because all of that has been stipulated by the education office.

Elementary schools are now teaching tahfidz to their students. Usually in elementary school students only learn basic general subjects. However, after the development of the times, elementary schools have set tahfidz subjects. And elementary schools that make tahfidz subjects as compulsory subjects are called Integrated Islamic Elementary Schools. In the Integrated Islamic Elementary School the students take part in tahfidz learning, which after completing elementary school the students of the Integrated Islamic Elementary School already have memorized the verses of the Al-Qur’an. What distinguishes elementary schools from Integrated Islamic Elementary Schools is that elementary schools have not set tahfidz subjects as compulsory subjects. It is not only the Integrated Islamic Elementary School that teaches tahfidz to students, but there is something more specifically for tahfidz education, namely the tahfidz house. At the tahfidz house students prioritize memorizing verses of the Qur’an compared to general learning. At present there are many tahfidz schools for children from an early age who have been trained to memorize the Al-Qur’an. as parents who want their children to become hafidz Al-Qur’an, many schools have implemented tahfidz learning.

The tahfidz school is very helpful for parents in teaching their children to memorize the Al-Qur’an. parents who are busy and don’t have time to guide their children in memorizing the Al-Quran will find it very helpful to enroll their children in tahfidz Al-Qur’an schools. With increasingly sophisticated technological advances, almost all people are confused by the sophistication of this technology because everything can be accessed via the internet. So this negative dam is very influential on children. If parents do not monitor and limit their children’s use of social media, the child may be wrong in cursing social media. For example in learning, if a child can be addicted to looking for playing gadgets, it will have an impact on the way children learn. Children will feel lazy to study, and children cannot divide play time and study time. Likewise, when learning at school, students who often play online
games or gadgets, when studying in class, these children will be lazy. Because the lesson delivered by the teacher could not be understood. So from that problem the value of children’s learning outcomes at school will decrease. And I’m not excited anymore for school. These are all influences of technological sophistication and have a negative impact on children’s character and learning outcomes.

The Integrated Islamic Elementary School Pis one of the Integrated Islamic Elementary Schools whose students have memorized verses of the Al-Qur’an well and are under the guidance of teachers or educators at the school. Students accepted at the Integrated Islamic Elementary School come from all walks of life. Starting from the existence of the school, of course it was not immediately at the best stage as it is now, many changes were made by the school to improve the quality and quality of education at the Integrated Islamic Elementary School. Apart from improving learning facilities, the Integrated Islamic Elementary School also repaired the infrastructure, for example, adding classrooms and facilitating facilities and infrastructure in the classroom, so that students are comfortable while studying. Apart from facilitating students, the principal of the Integrated Islamic Elementary School also facilitates teachers to attend seminars or training to improve the quality of teachers in educating. That’s one way that the head of the foundation does to make all school members feel comfortable in learning or teaching. The head of the foundation is also always looking for motivation to improve the quality of the school he leads.

Figure 1. Movement to memorize together

The activity carried out by the Integrated Islamic Elementary School students in the picture above is memorizing the Al-Qur’an together. Memorizing the Al-Qur’an is one of the policies set in Integrated Islamic Elementary Schools and Qur’an houses. The Qur’an is a revelation from Allah which was revealed to the prophet Muhammad SAW, through the angel Gabriel to be conveyed to his people. The Qur’an is also a way of life for Muslims because in the Qur’an there are commands and prohibitions of Allah towards Muslims. In the Qur’an there is Allah’s word regarding the recompense for the actions of his people, if Muslims are obedient to all of his commands then the Qur’an explains the rewards and happiness that will be obtained for their faith in the Al-Qur’an. vice versa if a Muslim community violates Allah’s prohibition and there is no faith in him, then the punishment and reward he will get has also been explained in the Al-Qur’an. the only way of life for Muslims is the Al-Qur’an, if someone is able to believe in and carry out all the provisions contained in the Al-Qur’an then that person has received the blessing of Allah, and if someone is istiqomah with his actions in the way of Allah then always allah will protect him. The Qur’an is the book of Muslims, in the Qur’an it is explained that every action and deed we do must be guided by the Al-Qur’an.

A child who hafidz Al-Qur’an will give the crown to his parents later in heaven. Memorizing the Al-Qur’an will indeed be very difficult if we do not have sincere and straight intentions from the heart. The right time for memorizing the Qur’an is when the child is still at an early age, because at that time the child’s mind has not been tainted with worldly things that make humans negligent. Compared to adults, children will be faster at memorizing the Qur’an, because their memory is stronger than adults. Therefore, many parents educate their children to become memorizers of the Qur’an and also send them to tahfidz Qur’an schools. one of the schools trusted by parents is the Islamic Elementary School. Because the methods used by teachers in teaching children to memorize the Al-Qur’an vary and not solely by using the Al-Qur’an directly. However, the teacher applies several methods to make it easier for students to
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memorize the Al-Qur’an, the teacher adjusts to the way the student uses, using what method the student is faster in memorizing the Qur’an.

Figure 2. Movement to memorize together in class.

The picture above is the documentation of Integrated Islamic Elementary School students who are memorizing the Al-Qur’an using the wahdah method. The methods that are often used by teachers are the Wahdah and Kitabah methods, and most of the students also use these methods to memorize the Qur’an faster. The teacher also makes other variations, one of which is using social media facilities in memorizing the Qur’an by listening to students morottal. What is meant by morottal is listening to recordings of people reading the Qur’an with tools in the form of mobile phones and speakers. Both of these tools are included in social media facilities. So social media is not only useful for playing games and the internet is useful but also as a means of memorizing the Qur’an. With social media facilities like now, teachers and students are younger in teaching their students. Due to the Covid 19 incident, schools cannot be held face-to-face in class. But the school was moved at home. So with social media facilities can help students and teachers in the learning process. One of them is the teacher using WhatsApp media as a tool for memorizing by students, namely by doing it via voice or voice notes and some can also use the zoom application. With the Zoom application, students can deposit their memorization with the teacher face-to-face online (online).

Covid 19 is not an obstacle to continuing learning activities. More or less three years ago, Covid 19 made a change in the order of life for the community, previously all activities and work were done outside the room, but with the Covid 19 incident, all activities were moved to stay at home. Likewise with education, all schools in Indonesia are carried out online (online) all learning activities during Covid 19 through applications that can help keep learning going. There are many impacts caused by Covid 19, for example for traders in the market, pasa when Covid 19 was rampant people were not allowed to leave the house and caused people shopping at the market to be quiet. So the goods that traders want to sell do not sell, because few people shop at the market. And even the government closed public places and shopping. As a result of all this, people lose their livelihoods. Many cases were caused by Covid 19, one of which was layoffs of company employees and caused the unemployment rate to increase. For people who are creative, they don’t lose a way to continue to be able to produce, even if it’s only at home. One of the ways that some people do to keep making money is by promoting their wares through social media. By utilizing social media, creative people can make new innovations.

As long as school is conducted online (online) the teacher must be good at mastering technology, because learning is done online. Online learning is learning that uses devices in the form of applications that connect to the internet network. Learning that is carried out online is not only for specific subjects, but for all subjects. At the first time learning was moved at home only. Teachers and parents find it difficult to achieve learning objectives for students. The teacher is afraid that the lesson conveyed to students cannot be understood properly. And parents of students are also confused about the online learning system because not all parents of students understand how to use social media. As time goes by teachers and students get used to online learning (online) so that learning goes well and according to learning targets. Even now the online learning system is very helpful for teachers and students in learning, for example tahfidz learning, tahfidz learning is memorizing verses of the Koran, even online (online) students can still deposit their memorization through the role of social media, namely using the Zoom or WhatsApp application so that teachers can listen to their memorization online (online).

Increasing technological advances are increasingly making people compete in creating works online and motivating other people to add insight through social media. Teachers who innovate will
always develop creative ways of learning with the help of social media to increase their students’ knowledge. The benefits of social media are numerous for education, one of which is that teachers can create interesting and creative learning media to increase student knowledge. With the help of learning media students will find it easier to understand the lesson. Moreover, the media used by the teacher is interesting, so students will be interested in learning. Now that the world is sophisticated, teachers don’t need to be confused about developing learning materials because all the guidelines for how teachers teach well are available on the internet. Not a few people also say that the negative impact of social media is very much. The negative effect of social media is if someone uses the internet only to play without using it to seek knowledge.

The implementation of learning at the Integrated Islamic Elementary School which was uncertain at the time of Covid 19, utilized online media which was instructed by the ministry of education to continue carrying out online learning using the internet network. And so does the memorization of the Qur’an, which continues using online media such as Google Classroom, WhatsApp, and the Zoom application. The method used by the supervising teacher is to create a special WhatsApp group for the tahfis program in each class. Announcements were made via the WhatsApp group regarding tahfiz learning continuing as usual at school. During online learning the supervising teacher continues to use methods such as learning in the previous class, namely the wahdah and kitabah methods. In this method students are told to memorize the verses of the Qur’an in their respective homes. Later when submitting verses the supervising teacher provides information on the WhatsApp group for verse submissions to be carried out on zoom. Submission of verses through the supervising teacher’s zoom can still correct students’ reading and memorization methods, because using the zoom application the supervising teacher can conduct face-to-face online (online) with students. And can see student activities directly on zoom.

Figure 3. memorization deposit to the teacher

The Integrated Islamic Elementary School has two supervising teachers. It can be seen in Figures three and four, for male students, they deposit their verse memorization to the male companion teacher, while the female student’s verse memorization is deposited to the female companion teacher. For the tahfiz program, female supervising teachers to accompany female students, and male supervising teachers to accompany male students. The aim is to provide a mentor teacher of the same type so that students when memorizing the Qur’an can focus on reading and memorizing it. If all of them are combined, if one of the students sees the opposite sex, it will eliminate their concentration in memorizing the Qur’an. After the memorization process is carried out by students together with the supervising teacher, the supervising teacher asks students to do memorization in the morning and evening and is monitored by the accompanying teacher by asking students to upload student activity reports accompanied by parents’ signatures. And the method of depositing memorization that is often done by students to accompanying teachers is by using WhatsApp call video. For students who feel that they have memorized it, they submit it to the accompanying teacher, and if there are errors in reading the teacher can immediately correct the wrong reading.

The accompanying teacher also fills out a report book in monitoring student memorization results. In the evaluation process, the report book becomes a very important reference, to find out the continuation of the next student’s memorization. The Integrated Islamic Elementary School has a memorization target for students, which is one juz for one year. In one learning year there are two
Semesters, so in one semester students can deposit as much as half a juz of their memorization. At this stage of the research, the researcher wanted to find out the responses of students and accompanying teachers regarding the implementation of the tahfidz program online. Because online learning has only been known to students and supervising teachers since Covid 19. The method used by researchers to find out answers from supervising teachers is by interviewing them and asking questions via WhatsApp chat. Some of the things that were asked included: Is the tahfidz program running well which is carried out online? Can students deposit memorized verses according to the predetermined target? The accompanying teacher who was asked by the researcher answered several questions posed by previous researchers. The accompanying teacher answered that the tahfidz program was running well and there were no problems even though it was done online. students can deposit memorization according to the target that has been set.

An educational program is said to have achieved its goal if students enjoy the learning process well and have fun. Likewise with the tahfidz program in depositing Al-Qur’an verses to supervising teachers. Students gave positive responses to learning and the tahfidz program online (online) through WhatsApp and Zoom media. During the tahfidz program carried out online or from the student’s home directly monitored by parents. And before depositing their memorization to the accompanying teacher, students can ask their parents to listen to the verses memorized first. Depositing verses online via zoom or WhatsApp also often encounters problems, because they are constrained by internet quotas. Parents also complain about quota problems, because online learning requires a lot of quota, therefore the additional costs for parents increase. If a student does not have an internet quota, the student will miss learning. So from this problem the government guarantees monthly quotas to study at all levels of education in Indonesia. Especially for students who have to memorize their verses, they really need a quota.

Research on ‘utilizing social media as a means of memorizing the Qur’an researchers found the advantages of social media to increase students’ memorization of verses of the Qur’an including the following: students can still deposit their memorization to the supervising teacher even from home. By listening to the verses of the Qur’an using a speaker, students can repeat their memorized verses, by using the Zoom application or video calls on WhatsApp, students can deposit their memories.

CONCLUSION

Research on ‘utilizing social media as a means of memorizing the Qur’an’ researchers found the advantages of social media to increase students’ memorization of verses of the Qur’an including the following: students can still deposit their memorization to the supervising teacher even from home. By listening to the verses of the Qur’an using a speaker, students can repeat their memorized verses, by using the Zoom application or video calls on WhatsApp, students can deposit their memories.
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